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JOHN WESLEY'S SEPHARDIC PORTION: PSALM 63 

ERIC W. VOGT 

The existence of John Wesley's English verse translation of a Sephardic 
Spanish verse translation of Psalm 63, titled, "God, Our Po1iion," reveals 
much about his aesthetic and cultural sensitivity as well as his willingness to 
explore and adapt other religious traditions' forms of worship to his own 
developing liturgy. While scholars have long known that Wesley included a 
hymn described as "from the Spanish" in his 173 8 Collection of Psabns and 
Hy1nns, the source of this hymn was not known until professor Randy 
Maddox and I combined our talents and traced this hy1nn to the original 
Spanish verse translation of the Psalm published by· Daniel Israel Lopez 
Laguna in London in 1720.1 This unique find invites scholars of hymnology, 
language, literature, theology, and cultural history to look deeper into the 
complex intersections of the religious, civic, and intellectual environments in 
which Wesley developed and which he ultimately influenced so pervasively. 
It was during his almost two-year sojourn in Savannah that he would have 
come into contact with this volu1ne, since that was the only period during 
which he undertook the study of Spanish with an educated Sephardic Jew. 

We reproduce below the three Psahn texts for comparison: first, the King 
James Version of Psalm 63, V\rhose Hebrew original would have been the 
most direct source for our second text, Lopez's own 1netrified version, which 
we present with all the orthographic and mechanical idiosyncrasies of its 
18th-century edition.2 Thirdly, on the right-most column is Wesley's verse 
translation of the Lopez text, of which he 01nitted the last five of the four
line stanzas. 

1Daniel Israel Lopez Laguna, Espejo fiel de vidas que contiene las Psalmos de David en verso, 
obra devota. ( Landres: con licencia de los Sefiores de Hahamad, y aprovaci6n del Sefi.or 
Baham, 1720). I am indebted to professor Maddox for supplying me with various articles, 
books, and references as well as for the generous use of his time to explain various aspects of 
this early formative period in Wesley's life which have permitted me to contribute meaningful
ly to Wesleyan and Golden Age Spanish scholarship. 
2Note that we have had to reproduce the long "s" using the "f', although there was a slight dif
ference of font between these two letters in print shops of the day. Readers with a knowledge 
of modern Spanish will note other oddities, particularly in the manner of representing the sibi.
lants as well as bilabial and labio-dental fricatives, of interest to those familiar with the anachro
nisms of Sephardic Spanish. The use of capital letters for nouns and the use of capital letters at 
the beginning of each line were typical conventions of the period. Wesley's translation was also 
published with the long "s" and capitalized nouns, but we reproduce the modern spellings since 
these differences with modern English are insignificant compared with those that might be 
observed between Sephardic Spanish and the standard Spanish of the early 18th century. 
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Psalm 63 (KJV) 

0 God, thou art my God; 
early will I seek thee: 
my soul thirsteth for thee, 

my flesh longeth for thee 
in a dry and thirsty land, 
where no water is; 
2. To see thy power 
and thy glory, 
so as I have seen thee 
in the sanctuary. 
3. Because thy loving
-kindness is better than 
life, my lips shall praise thee 
4. Thus will I bless thee 
While I live: I will lift up 
my hands in thy name. 
5. My soul shall be satisfied 
as with marrow and fatness; 
and my mouth shall praise 
thee with joyful lips: 
6. When I remember thee 
upon my bed, and meditate 
on thee in the night watches. 
7. Because thou hast been 
my help, therefore in the 
shadow of thy wings 
will I rejoice. 
8. My soul followeth hard 
after thee: thy right hand 
uphoideth me. 
9. But those that seek 
my soul, to destroy it, 
shall go into the lower 
parts of the earth. 
I 0. They shall. fall by the 
sword: they shall be a 
portion for the foxes. 
11. Butthe king shall rejoice 
in God; every one that 
sweareth by him shall glory: 
but them that speak lies 
shall be stopped. 

Lopez's metrified version 

Dios mio, pues mi Dios eres, 
Bien es que por la Mafiana, 
Mi Alma en tu luz foverana 

Wesley's Translation 

0 God, my God, my all thou art! 
Ere shines the dawn of rising day 

The sovereign light within my heart, 

Vea tus altos poderes, Thy all-enlivening power display. 
De tu gloria tan Cedienta For thee my thirsty soul doth pant, 

En este decierto vive, While in this desert land l live; 
Que aun que ced, y hambre recive, And hungry as I am and faint, 
Solo en tu Amor fe alimenta. 

En ti sefior mi defeo 
Pufe, en tierra de fecuras, 
Y alegre mas que entre harturas 
Soy, pues tu gracia poseo. 
3. Affi como en fantidad, 
De tu Templo tu honra vide, 
Mi Alma no fe defpide 
Dever tal felizidad. 
4. Por fer tu mifericordia 
Mejor que Vidas de! Mundo, 
En darte alaban9as fundo 
Mi gloria, paz y concordia. 
5. Bendiziendote en mis vidas, 
Con canticos foveranos, 
En tu nombre alfo las manos, 
Y buelven enriquezidas. 
6. Qual de abundante dulzura. 
Mi Alma es ya fatisfecha, 
Pues logra eterna cozecha 
Loando al Rey de la Altura. 
7. Quando te nombro Senor, 
Sabre mi eftrado 6 mis Lechos, 
En la alvorada tus echos, 
Me inclinan a tu temor. 
8. Por queen la mas alta empresa 
Con tu Auxilio me regalas, 
En la sombre de tus alas 
Cantare Dios, tu grandeza. 
9. A ty fe Ilega miAhna, 
Por efto tu alta derecha 
Me libra de! que me azecha, 
Para usuparme la palma. 
10. Los que la ruina me buscan, 
En el profundo entraran, 
De la tierra adonde eftan, 
Los que entre Uas fe ofufcan. 
11. A mi enemigo correr, 
Haran por filos de efpada, 
Y fu heredad afolada 
De rapofos hade fer. 
12. Pero el que es Rey de Yfrael, 
Con fu Dios ha de alegrarfe, 

Thy love alone can comfort give. 
In a dry land I behold I place 

My whole desire on thee, 0 Lord; 
And more I joy to gain thy grace 

Than all earth's treasures can afford. 
More dear than life its;rlf, thy love 

My heart and tongue shall still employ; 
And to declare thy praise will prove 

My peace, my glory, and my joy. 
In blessing thee with graceful songs, 

My happy life shall glide away; 
The praise that to thy name belongs 

Hourly with lifted hands I' 11 pay. 
Abundant sweetness, while I sing 

Thy love, my ravished soul o'erflows; 
Secure in thee, my God, upon my bed 

Dwells on my lips, and fires my thought; 
With trembling awe in midnight shade 

I muse on all thy hands have wrought. 
In all I do I feel thy aid; 

Therefore thy greatness will I sing, 
0 God, who bidst my heart be glad 

Beneath the shadow of thy wing. 
My soul draws nigh and cleaves to thee; 

Then let or earth or hell assail, 
Thy mighty hand shall set me free-

For whom thou sav'st, he ne'er shall fail. 3 

30riginally published by Wesley in Collection of Songs and Hymns (1738), the text above is 
quoted from Vol. 7 of The Works of John Wesley, A Collection of Hymns for the use of People 
called Methodists. Franz Hildebrandt, Oliver A. Beckerlegge, and James Dale, eds. (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1983), 601.-602. It was reprinted as well in Wesley's Select Hymns (1761). 
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Y entonfes podra alabarfe, 
Todo el que jurare en el. 
Por que en tan dichofa edad -
Sera la Verdad amada, 
Y con mordaza ferrada 
La boca de falzedad. 4 

Upon discovering that Wesley's translation is from a Sephardic source, 
one is i1n1nediately curious to learn why he, or for that 1natter, any English 
Protestant clergy1nan at the beginning of the ascendance of what nearly 
becaine in his lifetime the British Empire, should be interested in the poetic 
expression of the religious sentiments of a group thrice marginalized - as 
Sephardic Jews were by language, religion, and whose native country, long 
ini1nical to his, was no longer a significant European power. Wesley's verse 
translation of this Psahn from Lopez's collection of the Psalms represents 
one of the 1nost innovative, one might even say, revolutionary ventures in 
Wesley's spiritual trajectory. His source being both Sp'anish and Jewish, may 
be viewed as one of the high watermarks of his enduring ventures beyond 
his Anglican roots in search of inspiration for Christian spirituality and wor
ship. 

Propelled by this curiosity and aided by what extant scholarship can tell 
us, we first shall review what Wesleyan scholarship has said regarding the 
evolution of Vvesley's approach to Anglican worship and the influence of 
other traditions on changes in this approach. Naturally, our terminus a quo 
will be Isaac Watts. Next, we shall examine the interlocking political, civic, 
and religious environ1nents in which Wesley labored as he struggled with his 
own vocation, constantly questioning and examining his conscience. While 
not in itself revelatory of the details of these interactions, scrutinizing the 
poe1n in light of these convergent factors, it will be apparent that the poe1n 
is an appreciable 1nanifestation of their confluence in the creative crucible of 
Wesley's initial forays in providing published aids for Christian devotion 
and worship. Finally, prior to making our observations about Wesley's verse 
translation of Psahn 63, we will briefly review the essential background 
about the translation of the Psalms within the Spanish poetic traditions of 
Spanish Golden Age poetry, that is, the 16th and 171

h centuries. As a result, 
we will see evidence of two characteristics of Wesley's ongoing contribu
tions to hymnody and liturgy. First, in his translation of the Sephardic met
rified Psahn, we will observe how Wesley followed the criteria for co1npo
sition that he acquired in his work with Moravian hymnody, in turn influ
enced by the German Pietists. Second, and most important, we will note the 
extent to which he was willing to explore beyond even Christian faith for 
forms whose novelty, foregrounded as it were, could enrich liturgy and 
devotion. 

4 Lopez Laguna, 116. 
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Wesleyan scholarship over the past century has focused significant atten
tion on two aspects of Wesley's early approach to worship. On the one hand, 
scholars have detailed Wesley's initial appropriation of the radically conser
vative assumptions of the non-jurors about the normative nature of ancient 
Christian precedent for all spiritual and liturgical practice. On the other 
hand, they have noted how Wesley's contact with the Moravians during his 
sojourn in Georgia helped strengthen his somewhat contrary conviction 
about the importance of introducing hymnody in Anglican worship and 
devotional practice. In considering this second aspect scholars have noted 
the precedent of Isaac Watts in Wesley's own Anglican context, as well as 
the inspiration he drew from the hymnody of Moravians and German 
Lutheran pietists. But no attention has been given to the influence, however 
slight, which his contacts with the Jewi~h community of Savannah might 
have had on his hymnody. We shall outline the trajectory of hisi1nnovations, 
beginning with Watts, doing so in terms sufficiently broad to contextualize 
Wesley's translation of Lopez's metrified Spanish Psalm among these hmo
vations. 

Isaac Watts is known as the "Father of English Hymnody," for, as 
Kolodziej notes, he " ... established hymn-singing as normative."5 The 
psalter ·was used by Dissenters and Anglicans alike and, as Kolodziej further 
comments, these two groups were "reluctant to sing anything beyond scrip
ture. "6 From a poetic point of view, setting the English prose translations of 
what originally were Hebrew verse would present prosodic challenges and 
limit the range of musical solutions within which a hymnist could operate. 
This central difficulty is likely the source of Wesley's attraction to the met
rified translation executed by Lopez. 

It is likely that Wesley's intellectual precociousness and contemporane
ous experience with the hymnody of the Moravians and others, emboldened 
and prepared him to take up the challenge of translating the Sephardic 
Spanish verse translation into English once he encountered it. In appropriat
ing the cultural and aesthetic content and form of the Sephardic metrical 
Psalm, Wesley unsurprisingly employed the same approach he used in 
adopting and adapting German Pietist hymnody. In a recent unpublished dis
sertation, Paul S. Wagner observed the hnportance of Wesley's contact with 
the Moravians for the future of Methodist hymnody and reveals the features 
one should look for in comparing his imitations and translations "o/,ith their 
sources: 

Among the host of common themes that are ubiquitous in Pietist hymnody, there are 
many that were picked up and passed on in Wesley's translations .... there are no sig
nificant parallels to be found in the English hymnody preceding Wesley, or in the 

5Benjamin A. Kolodziej, "Isaac Watts, The Wesleys, and the Evolution of 18th-Century English 
Congregational Song." Methodist History, 42: 4 (July 2004), 237. 
6Kolodziej, 237. 
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numerous hymns by Watts. It was only after Wesley's dynamic encounters with the 
Pietists and their unique hymn singing that Wesley began writing his own hymns 
bearing a close resemblance to the former. The parallels strongly suggest a direct 
influence from German Pietism, and from which Wesley set up as a framework for 
future evangelical hymnody. The main parallels between German Pietist hymnody 
and Wesley's hymns are the extensive use of language and phrases, theological and 
doxological themes, personal and private language, the unique literary use of allit
eration, and the adoption of many German tunes. All of these were extensively used 
by John, and continued on in subsequent Wesleyan hymnody by Charles. 7 

As even a glance at the parallel versions of Psalm 63 shows, Wesley only 
translated a portion of the Spanish metrified version, the notable omission of 
verses with references to Jewish nationalism being one of eight strategies 
identified by Kolodziej which Wesley employed when incorporating Old 
Testament texts into Christian worship. 8 These features are examined in 
more detail following the texts of the Psalm. 

No doubt Wesley would have trusted Sephardic knowledge of and sensi
tivity toward the sacredness of the Hebrew original. In his attempts to pros
elytize the Sephardic co1nmunity in Savannah, he would have had ample 
opportunity to respect them personally. These contacts inay have been 
enough to overcome any residual reluctance he might otherwise have felt 
toward the1n or which societal pressures, urunistakably present, might have 
inclined him to feel. Oglethorpe's enlightened and tolerant leadership would 
also have provided suppo1i for Wesley's sympathies.9 

A maverick, Wesley stirred controversy in Savannah for his liturgical 
divergence from the norm. As John C. English reports, "Some persons 
approved the way in which Wesley conducted his ministry. However, other 
people were disturbed because the daily and Sunday services, as arranged by 

7Paul S. Wagner, John Wesley and the German Pietist Heritage: The Development of Hymnody. 
Unpublished dissertation, Trinity College, University of Toronto (2003), 20-21. 
8Kolodziej, 239-245. Kolodziej enumerates and expounds on the liturgical and theological 
implications of the following eight strategies or features of Wesley's innovations: "(1) 
Affectionary endearments are removed; (2) Excessive emotionalism is altered; (3) Alterations 
are made in favor of a first-person setting, often exemplified in a direct address or prayer to 
God; ( 4) In the interest of brevity, stanzas are excised; ( 5) Any hint of nationalism is removed; 
( 6) Antiquated language is reduced; (7) Wesley further Christianized the Psalms; and (8) Wesley 
altered latent humanism in favor of new-found evangelicalism." Of these strategies, the most 
important in Wesley's Psalm 63 are (4) and (5). 
9ln their review of Georgia religious history, the Global Harvest Ministries coordinator for 
Georgia records that "On one of the subsequent voyages to Georgia, 40 Jews made the journey 
and landed in Savannah in 1733. The trustees were not pleased, but Oglethorpe ignored their 
demands to exclude them from the colony. They formed Mickve Israel, the oldest Congregation 
now practicing Reform Judaism in the United States." See Global Harvest lvfinistries' website 
at: www.globalharvest.org/index.asp? Action'ge. For further insight into Oglethorpe's motiva
tions, see footnote 11. 
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Wesley, diverged from the patterns to which they were accustomed." 10 

Wesley's adaptation of the Psalms may seem ordinary to Christians of our 
day, but that is because his innovations not only endured, but triumphed, 
liturgically. 

Now let us examine the political, civic, and religious context in which 
Wesley first undertook to learn Spanish, beginning, as his journals show, on 
June 24, 1736 and lasting until November 29 of that year. First, the political 
situation involved the rivalry between Spain's claims in the New World and 
her ambition to push north of Florida's fortress at St. Augustine. 
Oglethorpe's mission as a military man involved more than the founding of 
the colony for "worthy men" unjustly imprisoned for .debt. Their presence in: 
Georgia was also a statement to Spain and a potential provocation. 

Oglethorpe enlisted Wesley's intellect and found him a teacher in the per
son of Dr. Samuel Nunez Ribeiro. According to information digpsted from 
archives by English, Nunez was a Portuguese of Jewish descent who prob
ably had studied medicine in Spain. Quite importantly, he was a converso 
who was caught practicing Judaism in secret and imprisoned · by the 
Inquisition in Lisbon and sentenced to life imprisonment. However, his 
prominent patients secured his release and he fled with his wife to England, 
where he openly reverted to Judaism and managed to convince other con"" 
verso refugees to do the same. 

Wesley's journals reveal that his efforts to learn Spanish, despite the 
political reasons to do so, were not very steady. After that need had passed, 
however, he renewed his interest and turned his attentions to the prospects 
of converting the Jews and once again undertook the task of learning 
Spanish, this time more in earnest, beginning in early April, 1737. The 
Trustees, and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, also urged that 
more be done to assimilate the Jews. Proselytizing applied external pressure 
and, therefore, was mostly unfruitful. As English notes, Wesley and Nunez 
had frequent conversations, many of which were neither religious nor polit
ical, but rather intellectual. He notes that since both were university gradu
ates - a rarer commodity then than now - they gravitated toward each 
other. Nunez was also well connected in both the Gentile and Jewish com
munities. Furthermore, Nunez's fraternal relationship with Causton, as a 
brother Freemason, along with Oglethorpe and many others, was known to 
Wesley and would have been further motive for him to attempt to,ameliorate 

\ 
his deteriorating personal and professional situation by remaining on good 
terms with Nunez. 11 One of Wesley's last journal entries, which mentions 

10John C. English, "John Wesley and His 'Jewish Parishoners': Jewish-Christian Relationships 
in Savannah, Georgia, 1736-1737." Methodist History, 36: 4 (July 1998), 225. Details about the 
relationship between Wesley and Nunez treated herein are from this source unless otherwise 
noted. 
11It would be overstating matters to conclude that Oglethorpe's tolerance and support of the 
Jews was because many of them were fellow Masons, but it ought to be remembered that seed 
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Nunez and Spanish lessons, contains the enigmatic entry "Dispute," leaving 
future generations to wonder whether the dispute was religious, political, or 
personal in nature. 

Next, let us examine the poetic practices of Spanish poetry during the 
Golden Age where translation of the Psalms is concerned. There is only one 
scholarly book that deals exclusively with this aspect of Spanish poetic prac
tice. It has in significant ways modified the way scholars in Spanish Golden 
Age literature will approach the poetry, the poets, and Spanish society where 
biblically-inspired poetry is concerned. In this impo1iant work, Translation 
of the Biblical Psalms in Golden Age Spain, Laurie Kaplis-Hohwald has 
refuted the notion that biblically inspired poetry was extinguished by the 
Inquisitor Fernando de Valdez's publication of the Index Librorum 
Prohibitoru1n in 1559. 12 Kaplis-Hohwald contrasts the practices and motives 

money for the colony had been raised by Masons in London, not kmg after the death of Bray, 
who had conceived the idea of a debtors' colony. In the absence of any knowledge of the 
Masonic connections, it would seem logical, although probably anachronistic or even revision
ist, to attribute Oglethorpe's tolerance and the sociability of the Jews in Savannah to their own 
tolerant natures. Ignoring character as a factor, one might be tempted to view Oglethorpe's tol
erance and the Jew's participation in the Christian community as examples of political prag
matism, since Nunez was a physician, influential among the Jews, spoke Spanish, and would 
not be loyal to Spain in any discussion with the officials in Florida. To those who know noth
ing of Freemasonry, it might appear irrelevant to mention these fraternal connections at all
like noting that they both fancied "fish 'n' chips" and ale. However, because the colony's ini
tial financial support came from the lodges of London and there was such a diversity of people 
in the colony-in terms of religion, nationality, and language (amounting to a microcosm of 
America's future )-Freemasonry becomes significant. One would be understating matters by 
missing a culturally important factor that was also operative in the Mother Country. 
Freemasonry's influence, both as a catalyst for the assimilation of Jews into British society (or 
community-building across other divisive factors) and as an attractive fraternal conduit to social 
mobility and acceptance must be kept in mind. To avoid exaggeration, however, it must be 
remembered that the strong Masonic obligations regarding tolerance would not and could not 
make an intolerant man tolerant. Freemasonry attracted men who already felt that way and 
served to propagate many Enlightenment ideals. Since anti-Jewish feelings were the norm, 
Oglethorpe's "masonic" attitude and Wesley's own inclination to explore other traditions were 
both countercultural and complementary. Oglethorpe's and Nunez's fraternal bond is worth not
ing mainly because it personalizes and nuances the issues and controversies in which Wesley 
found himself. For two excellent and relevant studies, see Alexander Piatigorski, Freemasonry: 
The Study of a Phenomenon (London: The Harvill Press, 1997), 120 (regarding London Jew's 
participation in Freemasonry in the 1730s); for a thorough study including the influence of 
Freemasonry on politics and society on the Continent, see Margaret C. Jacob, Living the 
Enlightenment: Freemasonry and Politics in Eighteenth-century Europe (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994). 
12Laurie Kaplis-Hohwald, Translation of the Biblical Psalms in Golden Age Spain (Lewiston, 
NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 2003), 3. Elsewhere, she observes, "In the case of Golden Age Spain, 
in which no official rupture with the established church occurred and post-Tridentine interdic
tions on vernacular Bibles were taken very seriously, verse editions of the Psalms for liturgical 
use were not only unnecessary, but prohibited ... they could never be sung as part of a worship 
service as they were in Protestant countries," 15. Moreover, she continues, "A list of translators 
and commentators of the Psalms reads like a 'Who's Who' of heterodoxos .. .. " 15-16. 
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of Psahn translators along Refonnation-Counter Reformation lines, examin
ing the questions that translation itself posed when dealing with a sacred 
text. 13 

It should be noted that Protestant countries excelled in the adaptation, 
translation, imitation, and use of Psalms for song. While less prolific, in the 
hands of Spanish Catholic poets, whether members of religious orders or 
not, the Psalms became important in three ways, as Kaplis-Hohwald's work 
makes clear. One, as a means of escaping the influence of arcadian pagan 
prototypes that typify much of Renaissance art in general: " ... secular love 
poetry and prose narratives were a corrupting n1oral influence." 14 Second, 
they also could serve as interludes and lyric relief in doctrinal or pious 
works written in prose or in dialogue form, such as Fr. Luis de Leon's De 
los nombres de Cristo (1583). Finally, the Psalms served as a Judeo
Christian approach to counsel kings: " .. . the psalms serve as a 'mirror of 
princes and privados': the Spanish monarch or grande receives instruction 
from King David."15 In this way, they could be viewed as a Christian, mor
alizing, hortatory or meditative counterpoint to the worldly focus of 
Machiavelli's fl Principe or Castiglione's ll libro de! cortegiano. However, 
de Leon discovered and excelled at hispanizing the Horatian ode, develop
ing his now famous liras, which he preferred for Psalm translation, thus 
achieving an aesthetic syncretism whose beauty still excites the ear. 

Although vernacular biblical poetry was put on the Index, their inclusion 
was relatively shortlived. The dampening influence of the Inquisitors in 
mid-century conveniently distinguishes two phases in Psalm translation. 
The first might be quickly characterized as one in which poets were search
ing for and inventing proper meters and accommodating grammatical struc
tures for Spanish to capture the charm of the Hebrew verse, or, in the case 
of poets who did not know Hebrew, to convert the prose of the Vulgate into 
a proper Spanish form. The second period was dominated by Quevedo, 
whose work with the Book of Psalms in his Heraclito cristiano stands in a 
class by itself and is mostly adaptive. In rough summary, the evolution of 
Psalm translation in the Golden Age spans from Encina through Quevedo. 
The earlier poets struggled with adequate meters and depended heavily on 
the language of the courtly love tradition. They were followed by more suc
cessful poet-translators, enriched by de Leon's invention of the lira as well 
as the introduction of Italianate forms following the publication ofBoscan's 
and Garcilaso's works in 1543 and the adaptive approach of scholar-poets 

13Kaplis-Hohwald notes that, "The history of the metrical psalms in sixteenth century Europe is 
inextricably tied to controversies about Bible translation from ancient tongues into the vernac
ular, and inevitably raises questions of audience and artistic intent. It challenges our assump
tions about what constitutes 'literature' and forces us to confront an age in which sacred themes 
could produce bestsellers .... ", 6. These questions lie outside the scope of this article. 
14Kaplis-Hohwald, (from the Preface by Christopher Maurer), i. 
15Kaplis-Hohwald, ii. 
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such as Quevedo. Turning specifically to Wesley and his source, there are 
two reasons Wesley's source is unique. First, it is from a Sephardic Jewish 
translation. While we do not know when Lopez began or finished translat
ing the Psalms, or even where, Kaplis-Hohwald does not go beyond works 
published in the late 17th century. Not only was Wesley's source published 
outside Spain, by exiles, but in 1720. Being a problem of temporal scope, 
this is a mere detail. It is most interesting, however, to observe that the 
Spanish translation employs the redondilla, a four-line fonn using octosyl
labic verses that can be rhymed either abba or abab. It is significant because 
among the many forms with which Catholic Spanish poets experimented for 
Psalm translation throughout the Golden Age, Kaplis-Hohwald does not 
mention the redondilla as being one of them. She does mention a related 
form, the quintilla, which is, as its naine suggests, a five-line form, also 
composed of octosyllabic verses with only seven possible rhyme patterns. 
Although Golden Age poets would occasionally refer .to it as a redondilla de 
a cinco versos, modem nomenclature always distinguishes the two. 16 Since 
Kaplis-Hohwald has surveyed the poetic landscape of the Golden Age so 
thoroughly where Psalm translation is concerned, it appears the redondilla 
was not used for translation of the Psalms into Spanish during the period she 
examines. Thus, its use in this case might be a unique contribution of 
Sephardic Jews, both to metrical translations of the Psalms into Spanish and 
thence to Protestant liturgy through Wesley's metrical translation. Further 
investigation is clearly needed in this area. 

Finally, having observed from so many perspectives the cultural land
scape in which Wesley first contacted the Spanish language at the outset of 
his Savannah ministry, we now can direct our attention to his treatment of 
Psalm 63 and properly appreciate its innovations as well as its aesthetic debt 
to the Spanish and Sephardic poetic traditions that it evinces. We shall also 
be able to observe Wesley's habits of mind in action as we apply Kolodziej 's 
eight strategies for adaptation of the Psalms and Wagner's observations 
about the adaptive strategies Wesley acquired when previously he appropri
ated Moravian hymnody. 

16According to Renaissance and Baroque descriptions of the many stanzaic forms employed in 
Spanish for poetry intended to be read or sung, any composition with a reprise (refrain or coda) 
is classified as a villancico, even if its line type, number of lines per stanza, and rhyme pattern 
would suggest it to be a redondilla (of any type) or a quintilla, plus a refrain independently clas-
sified. To mention only two of many discrepancies, what once were called redondillas de a 
cinco versos are now called quintillas (to complicate classification, there were also redondillas 
de a seis versos). Diaz Rengifo (1606) also states that the redondilla de arte menor, a form 
which before his time had been associated with endechas (a six-syllable, six-line strophe used 
for dirges) was used to write villancicos, a related, but wide category of strophic forms employ
ing an estribillo, or reprise unique to compositions to be sung. Whichever classification is pref
ered, the various types of quintillas are clearly a subclass of what once were described global
ly as redondillas in all their various forms . See Juan Diaz Rengifo, Arte poetica espaifola 
( 1606), (Madrid: Asociaci6n Grafico Grupo, 1977). 
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The first fonnal aspect of Wesley's translation of Lopez's that particular
ly attracts our attention is, of course, that both are redondillas. The first dif
ference einerges when we observe that in changing the rhy1ne scheme from 
abba to abab, Wesley de1nonstrated, by selecting the other rhyme pattern 
admitted to that stanzaic form, that it is almost certain that his study of 
Spanish with Nunez included attention to Spanish prosody. This was a com
mon part of the foreign language college textbook through the 191

h century. 17 

In addition to the fact that the redondilla had not been used in the Golden 
Age for Psahn translation or adaptation, there is another reason this choice 
of stanzaic form is so1newhat odd: the use of the redondilla. It is a curiosity 
because as Lope de Vega had observed in his Arte nuevo (1613), "y para las 
[cosas} de amor, las redondillas (for matters of love, use redondillas). 18 It is 
highly unlikely that Wesley was aware of Lope's prescriptions for the use of 
the various meters in composing popular dramas in the early 17th century 
and it may be nearly as unlikely that Nunez too was aware of them. 
However, it is likely that the unknown Sephardic translator was aware, since 
the work is erudite and metrically perfect. Thus, unwittingly, Wesley 
engaged in what is known as a version contrahecha a lo divino, that is, the 
use of a form, technique, or phrase in such a way that it has a divine inter
pretation. This is clearly consistent with the exegetical Christianizing prac
tices of Catholics and Protestants, when interpreting the Old Testament. 

The final observation about Wesley's adaptation is his choice of English 
meter. Spanish verse, unlike English, is quantitative, that is, it counts sylla
bles. The redondilla, being an octosyllabic form, is said to be the verse type 
that most resembles speech in Spanish. English prosody is typically accen
tual syllabic, and uses stressed and unstressed syllables (long and short) to 
establish a rhythm. Wesley employed iambic tetrameter (four stressed sylla
bles evenly separated by unstressed ones). The iambic tetrameter was popu
lar for satire, parody, jocular, and even obscene themes in 18th-century 
England, as one may see by perusing Samuel Butler's Hudibras (1663) and 
Bernard Mandeville's The Fable of the Bees (1705). His technical perfection 
is remarkable; but what an odd choice of 1neter it is, given its associations. 
Even if it were otherwise, the iambic tetrameter is less natural to English 
speech than the redondilla is to Spanish speech, in English the iambic pen-

110ne example should suffice: the American version of an eighteenth century Ftench text, 
Josse 's Grammar (London, 1 799, 1804 and 1810). The heavy inclusion of military and eccle
siastical vocabulary, mercantile correspondance and other features suggest it was written for the 
Napoleonic forces et alia invading Spain at that time. It was translated by F[rancisco] Sales of 
Harvard University; the second American edition appeared in 1825. It was titled A Grammar of 
the Spanish Language with Practical Exercises (Boston: Munroe and Francis, 128 Washington
Street, Comer of Water Street, 1825). The second part of the book devotes as extensive atten
tion to prosody as is now found only in poetry anthologies for advanced students. 
18Lope de Vega, El arte nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo. Juana de Jose Prades, ed. 
(Madrid: Clasicos hispanicos, C.S.I.C., 1971 ), facsimile, 323. 
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tameter being the one said to be most like ordinary speech. In this feature, 
we perceive Wesley on a miinetic journey that recalls that of the earlier 
Spanish translator poets in their quest for the right meter in which to bring 
the Psahns into their language, naturalizing them for study and meditation 
(since they could not be used in worship). 

In terms of content, Wesley continues the distillation process, 
Christianizing this Psahn as he did others. We have noted, due to Kolodziej 's 
enumeration of Wesley's approach to Psalm translation, that he removed the 
nationalistic sentiments, hence truncating his translation at the end of what 
corresponds to the eighth verse of Psalm 63. It is not surprising to see that 
Lopez's metrified version actually expands on the biblical text, making five 
stanzas out of the last three. Using Kolodziej 's categories as a checklist, 
there are few affectionary endearments and little excessive emotionalis1n to 
remove. The Lopez version is already in first person as is the Psalm itself. 
The Psalm is brief enough already, especially with the nationalist sentiments 
removed. As for antiquated language, the Spanish was as contemporary as 
Wesley's English. In many ways, then, the Sephardic version had already 
accomplished much that was consistent with Wesley's own criteria for 
Psalm translation. These features, and its theme of absolute dependence on 
God, must have made it not only instantly attractive but irresistible to him. 

The redondilla, the popular Spanish verse form fro1n which he was work
ing, leaves its imprint on Wesley's translation, most notably in his choice of 
a stanzaic form that reflects the original and his use of the only other rhyme 
pattern the redondilla allows. These choices reflect Wesley's aesthetic sen
sitivity and interest in seeking ever more ways to worship God and inspire 
congregations by not allowing them to become fossilized in their response 
to liturgy. They testify to an openness that extends beyond an interest in 
proselytizing among the Sephardic Jews of Savannah, or ainong Indians and 
colonists, and demonstrate that Wesley was a radical innovator. 

Despite the despondency he records in his journal during his return to 
England, Wesley went to Georgia to preach but came away a learner. Just as 
"Renaissance poets were able to einbellish the allegorical kernel with an 
early-modern sensibility that is willing to at least conte1nplate the original 
Hebrew landscape, if not to accept it on its own terms,"19 Wesley's exposure 
to what we today would call inulticulturalis1n expanded his horizons, thus 
deepening and nuancing his theological inquiries in ways that inay have con
tributed to the intensity of his conversion experience at Aldersgate after his 
early return to England. 

'
9Kaplis-Hohwald, 5. 


